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(Geametic Logengier Topology?]
lendar Lagrangien spaces we metres (



Materation

- Compone app
Is to

ranges

Nat all Lagrangions are eq
rivalent (as in

Claude's fall;so not enough.
- Mehrie understanding of -letie

symy
rigidity (compare immersed Us

~

embedded;structural results at
small and large scale; entropy)

- TD A



-. Algebre (filtand).
a. Setting:triangulated persistine antigenes.
(TP2) 4 isaTPe if:

-it is a presitence calgary:
Man (A, B) =(ea(A,B)are

&ERRpersistence modules ( Maba eR and maps
:MatM, n* "c,m;***M]



- same abjects as e

:) · Mary (A,) = Ma(,)
is tiangulated.

- stiff functions:E: 4-
exact

I 40) + same compilibility relations.

Remark:Contain Pekaya categoriesnaturally
admit we firementsof thistype;Shiftfurter in
thiscase is:":(4,f) -> (, ftr)



17 4 is a PC then

AY CY sab-category ofacyclics
racyclic: id,Mar (A,A) -- 0Mm(,A)3

Easy to see thatY i2 TPC.

Mozava:Goldt.*You (Vadialocalization
some objects as 4

er=
many (A,) =

di Mar(A,B)
x -02



Inollory:To istriangulate.
Remark:We say

thatisa PC refinement
ofthe triangulated category is ex=D.

b. weighted triangle ina PC Y.

4 Man" (A,B) isan w-isnaphism if

There is
an exact trangle inYo

A1,B -
-TA, with C racyclic.



A strictexacttriangle ofweight rind
is

ofthefear:
A,c, YA has the

property thata, v, w -> Mary, and thereis

an
exacttaargle inHe:

-
c', TA

and an r-isor.
Y 1k

q:c-C +commutativity.



There:to carrier
ahanged weight

induced by theweight of the strict exact

Frangles in4.

=Iniengulated category. A Liangular
weight i is a map v: Exact*, ->(9,00)
with a weighted form oftheoctobral
axiam.



(5),w) (riengulated category
↑ triangular weight

↓I
fragmentation psenda-metce/8by(s).

They on defined by infirising the
Fatalweightrequired to decompose
an objectthrough iterated exactJr.

[May be viewed as "extensions"ofto all exactLag]



y
=TPC. Other associated structures:

k(2) =

=4(20) =

Ab <8bje)/
(B =A+C if A -B- -TA is exactin40)

Exact sequence:
-+2 -k(x2) -> k1Y) -k140) -10



Paining. (under serve finiteness constraints)

: K(Y)*K14) -> Ap= Universal Narivar
pol ring.

Induced by:Mer(A, B) =persistence module-
-4B:,Bi =((i,a2x,y;)
X (A,B) =Eitpill"-tY) (Filtend
Euler paring).



1. Main example: Filtered Fukaya category
(M, w =dx) Weinstein domain

DYak (M) =
usual desired Takaya category

(as inSeidel'sSoak) generated by
1, fz), M embedded Logangiens

i*x =dfc-
Developed:4000, Seidel stating from Flau,
Note, Salaman, Donaldson.....



Recall (2,92) are theabjects of
an Ao-category Fuk(M). There isa calgary
ofAco modules medjax (n)

which is

prestingulated (may construct comes ofmaphisms
and

I FUR (M) =He (Image (y)Y)
y:5aK(M) -> ModjaKIM) Yeveda

famstar.



We know that Dak/M) is fiangulated.
Question: Does Dak(M) admit a

natural TPC refurement?
If Sa theexactJiangles in
DFek(M) will carry

a (persistents)
weightand the objects ofDuk/M) a

nice class ofpseudo-metues.
Answer (theorem):Yes.



To construct & a TPC suchtal Yo =DFuk(M)
-

we need to track filtrations.

step 2: 2H=x cY1,2) filted,
HY(2,2) =pusistent module.

Step 1: 2h2, 'n?", (" =

(F1,2) * c+12!") -(,2")

filtend=>H+12,2) *H*(2!2") ->HF/2, 2")
multiplication ofpasisting modules.



Difficulten (mainly technicall
a) cF), 2) =?; stiduits?

3) energy
estimatesto make serve

thatMi is filtration preserving.

Herferential
Hem pertubations

I so that they do not
add

2

up.
C) In varience issues when dealing
with filterd hegical algebra.



Solutions:

a) Use CF(2,2) =Mase/plex(9,:<-> RR)
Thisleads ta using "cluster"moduli space:

↳1

.↳inthe[C.- Zalande, 1000,
charest, Charest.Wordwad

etc]



b). There are true solutions for keep engy
"enars"under chick:

i) [Biran-c.- Zhang,'23] do the
construction for only a funct family ofLase
( =32,,4---,4mb,2i4yvrit.

-
=>fieted Juk((t) => Modjkx
=>DFuk() =TPC. It has decent
inveience properties.



ii) [Ambrosioni, 123] Use a smart

system ofpetrobations *DYUKIM) TPC
Alittle less good or to invariance.

In practice both methods can be used

equivalently inapplications.
For thisfalk:DFUk (M) a TPC that

is a refinement ofDak (M).



A problem to leak at (w. These methods).

Question:

Given 5:(F,,tz...,, i embedded exact
Ingrangian. Assume 4,5, 14].
Let T =F,UF---VY (immused).
Howfar is from an embedded exact

Lagregion (inside 85f)DYuk(M1)?



F

·stayinMay use:

Ssangry
- Lem homotopy etc

but
preserve

exactness at each step.



This means thatwe want to write

same embedded as the result ofa

itrated exacttriangles inDuk(M):

* i X, - 16 -1Tx, +TX,

D . 12:xn -44, -x, -19x......

A.:Xn-TF,-N-4Xn

With Xie 5 an X, =0, use each ence I sach

A:is a surgery on a ham hipy).



Such aD is a care decamposition
ofN

1 ,iX, - 10 -1TY, +TY,

D = E Azi Xz -Tk -yz -12
......

A.:Xn-TF,-N-Tr

We can essociateta D its talal weight.
- x(D) =E!w(Di).

& (Ai) =persitence frangutan weight)



We can also associate to the

family 5 =(, , . . . , F(z) same numbers:

gap (5):=gap(X ([,())) is K-thentic in

native. (F] = (+,) +-- +Fn) = kuk(M)
X:KDK -> As is bilnean.

given by (1,1)
=XIL) fech

embedded, X(,2) =E'
* +**)

xe(r

↳, embedded and 2 H2,AKx):7,,K)-f(x).



& :X(2+],(t)) =kt" +k, +
+
- -

eA
I

gap (a)= min)(a,-a,,),";19,30, is
B(I) =ma # ofbars in HI) Fist

Thaum 17 D is a decomposition of an
embedded N, ther:

nB(5)w(D) -Igap (5)



Remak: F
2

-gap (5):a
=

ae in gre

- B(5) =
2sR



Remak: F
2

-gap (5):a
=

ae in gre

- B(5) =
2

Ida of proof:sR

gap (N) = gop(*/CN], [N]1)
=Gop(X(N)) =0.
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Where D is a decomposition ofN
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nB(5)w(D) -, gap (5)
Where D is a decomposition ofN

gap (N) =0 but gap15) > 0

nB(5) [ w(D]

3
17 big

me n

A bars crated estimateof tefal
Manage

along the decarp shift of sans will gap (5).
#


